Abstract -High-performance academic information systems and high availability services are requirement in every university. One of many reasons is for anticipation damage and fail server disrupting server network performance. Failover computer cluster method is applied to two servers: primary server as main server and secondary server as backup server. Four stages will be carried out: First: Installation and support software configuration. Second: installation and failover cluster configuration. Third: installation and Distributed Replicated Block Devices (DRBD) configuration. Forth: server testing with siege and nettool. This research conducted by doing server test before and after high availability. As if the main server has a system failure, it will automatically backup the main server to backup server to minimize user accessed data failures. System uses Ubuntu 16.04 LTS operating system. Based on the test data, it is acquired two data: packet data and data response time (ms). Data packets acquired from this research are: 233.3 average data sent; 228.3 average data received; 2.3 average data lost; while 59.7 average response time (ms) is showed; 2.7 minimum average; 633.8 maximum average. Data sent is 120B per data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Academic Information System infrastructure is a requirement in educational institution. An important services demand a rapid data processing are essential. Therefore the information is not obsolete, unarguably fast, and accurate. Also the ability to survive under any conditions is a common demand. High-performance academic information systems and high availability services are demand from stakeholder.
Server known to experience damage service and corrupt calculation, therefore it's required a backup server replaces main server function. It takes two servers combined into the cluster. This technology used as an damage and failure anticipation computer server from server network disrupting performance.
High availability level Information System required a well-calculated plan. High availability systems qualifies requirements such as, continuous services and also data requests consistency (Coulaurius, Dallimore and Kindberg 2012).
One of expected high availability approaches is to handle these problems by using clustering. Clusters defined as subsystem storage communicates with each other for sharing and accessing resources (Lowe, 2005) . Network system disruptions are caused by active main server are down and or no backup server replaces the main server function resulting. One of the main solutions to overcome this problem is to use failover clustering server.
Main function in failover clustering is to answer needs in high availability servers and help maintain client access to server resources. This concept is one of the best solutions to be implemented if there are server failure or server damage. Failover system is one way to overcome unexpected conditions, if such event occurs which resulting main system down. One solution is to create a server repository by combining High Availability (HA) availability, update speed and installation technology process are well maintained.
According to Paudyal (2011) , high availability services requirementi is have performance speed, scalable and distributed data. To apply it, several methods applied such as separating data storage. Data storage can be divided into several nodes. This is related to data distribution mechanism used by the system in dividing data stored in several nodes. Website requires high availability level because it is a must-ready service. Services not only come from users who access the website but can be data indexing by search engines, retrieval engines and etc Based on this background, this research title is "Availability Analysis of Academic Information System in UIN Sunan Kalijaga Yogyakarta Using Failover Computer Cluster Method".
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study was made to analyze the existing methods in making observations on increasing data backup in the Academic Information System. After finding several methods, it will be compared and find the method that is closest to the valid value.
Figure 1 Research Method
Details of the two networks will be made as follows: April 28, 2017 . This study uses the failover computer cluster method. This research was conducted in five stages, the first was the installation of the Ubuntu 16.04 LTS Operating System on two computers. The Ubuntu Operating System is used because this operating system has a lot and is easy to use, the second stage is the installation of a Web server that is Apache web server and MySQL. The third stage is the installation of Backup and recovery, Distributed Replicated Block Device (DRBD) and Heartbeat. The fourth stage is installed Pacemaker to connect between two Ethernet computers so that they are interconnected and can exchange information to share data. After the four stages have been successfully carried out, the last stage in this study is testing the load on the server availability and server load by sending 1000 data packets on the server and tested using the Siege and netTools applications. The experiment was carried out 10 times with each 5-minute trial on the main server of Sunan Kalijaga State Islamic University.
The system that has been implemented is tested to ensure that the system built can run with proper conditions. Testing is carried out by giving a test case against various possibilities in the system.
Availability analysis
This availability test taken place neither before nor after system failure, but for observing whether the server service running when virtual server is fail.. The test carried out by giving the testing deadline according to test. Test limit by minutes or in testing hour units. In this case, we set time limit to 5 minutes by sending 1000 data packets in each test shown in Based on the comparison of the two tables above, there are more lost data in the first table, main server with no backup server. It is because server availability is still not high enough and low backup ability. Therefore, out of the 10 data retrieve from server testing, the percentage lost reached 77%. The second trial is an experiment after a backup server failover on the server is applied. From the first data to the tenth data, the percentage of lost is 1%, except in the fourth data it reaches 3%. This test was considered successful because 9 out of 10 data tested on the server resulted in a percentage of lost data reaching 1%. It is considered as high availability requirements. This test is conducted to test initial server before and after applying high availability. If the main server has a system failure, the backup server will automatically backup the main server to the backup server to minimize data failures accessed by the user. Data failure will resolved by backup server once there is power outages, human error or natural disasters.
IV. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusions
From this research, the conclusion are:
1. 1. Based on a failover cluster computer method with Distributed Replicated Block Device approach, it can perform the proper function ifserver system failure, so that the service can still run properly guaranteed by using computer failover cluster system. 2. The cluster configuration and work show better results than system outside cluster from terms of availability in system failure (failure) by increasing availability level of generating a percentage from 77% to 1% on backup server. 3. 2. After failover clustering, the level of Availability Web Server reaches 99% and Web Server Load Test reaches 99% data received and 1% data failure. Based on test result, the system be able to serve transactions by sending 1000 data packets based on a 5 minutes length time for every 10 attempt and produces 99% of data packets received and 1% data failure packages. B. Suggestions Based on testing from this research, there are many shortcomings in the system for better performance. Following are some suggestions that can be submitted for further development, including:
1. Research is carried out using a real server device. 2. Using different types of services like real time services. 3. Use more than one type of service in a cluster. 4. Using active / active or load-sharing mode on load balancer. 5. For educational institutions like schools and universities, server virtualization systems can be used as a solution to conduct research with various operating systems without having to provide a server machine for an operating system.
